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Bright is the brightest monthly newsletter for smart kids like you, courtesy of Mensa For Kids and the Mensa Foundation! Every issue is full of games, puzzles, activities and 
fun stuff to think about. Tell your friends they can subscribe at www.mensaforkids.org/bright, and if you're more of an 'online' Bright kid, you can play a number of games at 
www.mensaforkids.org/games.  

 
 
TED Connection: The dance of the dung beetle  

A dung beetle has a brain the size of a grain of rice, and yet shows a tremendous 
amount of intelligence when it comes to rolling its food source — animal excrement 
— home. How? It all comes down to a dance.  

In our newest TED Connection, we explore how these remarkable insects with 
miniature brains manage to use the stars to navigate and to control their 
temperature in a sophisticated fashion, as well as the many other unique 
mechanics they use to conquer the challenges posed by their environments.  

 
Baker Street Puzzle  

 

 

 
 
The Writer’s Toolbox: What You Need to Master the Craft  

Getting your thoughts down on paper in a clear, efficient manner can be a 
daunting task, even for the best students. That's why we created the Writer's 
Toolbox — for students and teachers who find putting pen to paper to be a 
little too anxiety-ridden.  

Selecting your paper's topic can be toughest part of writing…how about 
some help with that? You probably need a thesis statement — we'll help you 
craft one that's effective and has purpose. Outlines? Done. Revising that 
rough draft? No problem. And, we've created a "transition words" cheat sheet 
you'll be able to revisit your entire wiring career. Feeling less anxious about 
that big paper? Conquer those fears forever by adding a couple of new tools 
to your writer's toolbox today.  
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Sudoku X  
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Answers  
Baker Street Puzzle: Older Robber: £108 Younger Robber: £67; Whatzit?: Fringe benefits; Word Roundup: 
Food, Cool, Moon, Soon, Zoom, Hoof, Loon | Marcia, Bobby, Peter, Cindy, Greg, Jan | Cattle, Battle, Rattle | 
George | Order; Word Warp: (top to bottom) Light, sign, car, street  
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